
G R E E N E N E R G Y I N F O D I S P L A Y



The way to more awareness-raising.

Many companies already rely on the use of renewable
energy sources but often fail in the understandable
processing of the amount of energy generated in order
to be able to communicate their sustainable
management to customers, employees or guests.

The green energy infodisplay solarmetrics solves this
problem by evaluating, displaying and interpreting the
generation data independently of the provider.

THIS IS WHERE SUSTAINABILITY
BECOMES VISIBLE!



USING RENEWABLE
ENERGIES
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SUSTAINABILITY

PRODUCTION OF
ELECTRICITY

Display of daily, weekly,
monthly, quarterly and
annual evaluations

AMOUNT OF USAGE

Interpretation of the data based on
clear comparative values

Collecting data from
sustainable energy sources

Strengthening of
awareness to the topic
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SUSTAINABLE INTO THE FUTURE!
Informative and visible.

solarmetrics visualizes the
generation data from renewable
energy sources in an informative
and easily understandable way - for
raising awareness and promoting
sustainable economic forms.

Sustainability is the keyword of the 21st century. In recent
years, our society has seen a change in values with regard
to sustainability, in the sense of “Green Economy”. We are
becoming more and more aware of the importance of
acting in an ecological responsible manner.

The holistic marketing tool solarmetrics starts right at this
point and offers companies an effective way to illustrate
their generation data in a meaningful way.
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Equivalent of the amount of energy

Corporate logo

Data visualization of
production quantity



VISUALIZATIONS
Your energy production values packed in descriptive
infographics and simple comparison values.



CATEGORY CONTENT DISPLAY COMPARISON VALUE

Current Utilization At what percentage is the system currently utilized? Donut
Diagram

Current weather
conditions

⌀ Daily Production How many kWh does the system generate on average? Illustration Clock Operation of
refrigerator

Course of the Day What is the energy production like on the current day? Area Chart Operation of
lightbulbs

Course of the Week How much electricity was generated in the last 7 days? Bar Graph Covered kilometers
with the electric vehicle

Course of the Month How much CO2 could be saved in the last 30 days? Bar Graph Days at sea
by cruise ship

Quarterly
Development How much CO2 could be saved in the last 3 months? Bubble Chart CO2 conversion

based on trees

Course of the Year How many kWh could be generated in the last 12 months? Radar Chart Supply of households

Total Energy
Production

How many kWh has been generated since the system
was commissioned? Illustration Flash Supply of households



CORPORATE DESIGN ADJUSTMENTS
for an optimal representation of your company.

On request the set of data visualization slides can
be adapted to your corporate design and made
available to you.

Integration of your company logo

CI-compliant color adjustments



FLEXIBILITY & FREEDOM OF DESIGN
is guaranteed by integrating your own
content via data upload or by using the
included Slide Designer.

Create and coordinate
unlimited playlists

Add your own content
via data upload

Design your own slides
using the Slide Designer

solarmetrics is designed as a content management system
to give you the greatest possible flexibility in administration
and design.



The Slide Designer grants freedom:
Create individual playlists (selection of slides, duration of the display,
repetition intervals, etc.), logo integration and color adjustments

Third-party channels
(e.g.: news, weather etc.)

Live streams/videos

Customer information
(e.g.: activities, signposts, events etc.)



CONVENIENT MANAGEMENT
The administration is enabled via a content
management system and guarantees flexible
handling.



EASY INTEGRATION
solarmetrics can be integrated into both
new and existing info-systems.

Integration of a hardware
component for displaying the content

Integration via the browser
for displaying the content



The customer benefit plays a huge role
for solarmetrics:

Content is presented in a meaningful way.informative

Administration via a content management system ensures
easy handling of the various types of content.easy

Easy to integrate into existing
systems via a web application.innovative

Thanks to the integrated LTE module in the Mediabox
no integration into your own network is necessary.safe

solarmetrics makes sustainability visible – therefore the
customer gets all insights into the CO2 footprint at a glance.visible



HOTEL/GASTRONOMY

INDUSTRY

MUNICIPALITIES

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS



Useful applications for your industry.

The ecological challenges can only be tackled together.

CASES



SOLARMETRICS
HOTEL/GASTRONOMY

Increasingly, guests are opting for hotels that focus on
sustainable management and renewable energies.
Communicate your contribution to clean power generation
at the screens in the lounge, the guest rooms or on the web
and apps.

Convincing guests

Making solar energy visible Communicating sustainability Visualizing CO2-savings



Live stream / Video

Activities and events

Self-running presentations

Offers & promotions

Guest information

Menu

Exemplary representation: hotel lobby



SOLARMETRICS
INDUSTRY

Companies benefit in many ways from the strategic
anchoring of the topic of sustainability. Create advantages for
your company and communicate your contribution to a clean
future, e.g.: in meeting rooms, entrance areas or at events.

Informing employees & customers

Making solar energy visible Communicating sustainability Visualizing CO2-savings



Live stream / Video

Activities and events

Self-running presentations

Product presentations

Employee and customer information

Canteen menu/menus

Exemplary representation: conference room



SOLARMETRICS
MUNICIPALITIES

Every community should have the opportunity to
communicate the latest news and the extent of its own
sustainable electricity production data to the outside world.
solarmetrics offers municipalities the right solution.

Providing insight for residents & tourists

Making solar energy visible Communicating sustainability Visualizing CO2-savings



Live stream / Video

Event calendar:
sports, culture, tradition etc.

Self-running presentations

Community information

Tourist information

Exemplary representation: information point



SOLARMETRICS
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

solarmetrics can also be used in training centers to sensitize
pupils and students with clear visualizations to the subject.

Educating pupils & students

Making solar energy visible Communicating sustainability Visualizing CO2-savings



Live stream / Video

Event calendar & substitution plans

Self-running presentations

Teaching staff, class
and school information

School meal menu

Highlights of the school year

Exemplary representation: lecture hall



solarmetrics is a product of solbytech gmbh.
solbytech gmbh combines energy management issues with innovative IT solutions.

More information can be found at:
info@solarmetrics.eu
Product website: www.solarmetrics.at
Company website: www.solbytech.at

solbytech gmbh
Zederhaus 155 | AT-5584 Zederhaus, Austria
Phone: +43 (0) 6245 203 231 01 | E-Mail: info@solbytech.at

Convincing in the long term: Now it's up to you!
Join us on the path to a more resource-saving future.


